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Abstract
We prove that if a unimodular random graph is almost surely planar and has finite expected degree,
then it is sofic, that is, there is a sequence of finite graphs that converges to it in the local weak sense. First
we prove that every unimodular random graph has a unimodular decomposition into finite or 1-ended
subgraphs, connected by finite sets of edges in a tree-like fashion. This reduces the problem of soficity to
the one-ended case. Then we show that every unimodular planar graph has a unimodular combinatorial
embedding in the plane. The one-ended case then follows by a theorem of Angel, Hutchcroft, Nachmias
and Ray [2], who showed that every simply connected unimodular random planar map of finite expected
degree is sofic. Our unimodular embedding also implies that all the dichotomy results of [2] about
unimodular maps extend to unimodular planar graphs.
1 Introduction, definitions
1.1 Results and motivation
By a unimodular random planar graph (URPG) we mean a unimodular random graph that is almost surely
planar. Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1. Every unimodular random planar graph G of finite expected degree is sofic, that is, it has a
local weak approximation by a sequence of finite graphs.
Partially supported by the ERC Consolidator Grant 772466 “NOISE”.
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See Subsection 1.2 for the definition of unimodular random graphs and local weak convergence. We will
in fact prove the following strengthened version.
Theorem 2. Every unimodular random planar graph G of finite expected degree contains a unimodular
spanning tree.
A subgraph H of a graph (G, o) is unimodular if their joint distribution (G with indicator marks for the
subgraph) is unimodular. This also implies that (Ho, o) is unimodular, where Ho is the component of o in H.
Unimodular trees are sofic, as proved by Elek [10] relying on a method by Bowen [6]. An alternative proof
was given in [3]. This implies, as shown by Elek and Lippner in [12], that the existence of a unimodular
spanning tree is sufficient for soficity. Hence Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2. See Section 8 of [2] for an
elaboration of this argument and further references.
The proofs will be reduced to the one-ended case via a unimodular decomposition as in Theorem 3. Say
that G has a tree-like decomposition into H if
• H is a collection of pairwise disjoint connected subgraphs of G, and ∪H∈HV (H) = V (G),
• for any H,H ′ ∈ H there are finitely many (possibly zero) edges between H and H ′,
• the adjacency graph determined by G on H (with H,H ′ ∈ H adjacent iff they are adjacent in G) is a
tree.
The next theorem may be of interest on its own. It is also applied in [4].
Theorem 3. Let G be a unimodular random graph. Then G has a unimodular tree-like decomposition into
a collection H of pairwise disjoint subgraphs such that every H ∈ H is either finite or one-ended almost
surely.
It may be considered as a unimodular version of Stallings theorem (see [18]), which says that any group of
infinitely many ends can be nontrivially decomposed over a finite subgroup as an amalgamated free product
or an HNN extension. A graph theoretic version for quasitransitive graphs is given in [13]. Our result gives
of course much less structure, but works in a much greater generality.
Another main component of our proof is that a URPG can be embedded in the plane in a unimodular
way. We provide the definitions after the next theorem.
Theorem 4. Let G be a unimodular random planar graph of finite expected degree. Then G has a uni-
modular combinatorial embedding into the plane.
A planar map is defined as an embedding of a locally finite planar graph G into an open subset U of the
sphere, up to orientation-preserving homeomorphisms, and with the property that every compact set of U is
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intersected by finitely many embedded edges, and every face (component of U minus the embedded graph)
is homeomorphic to an open disk. We call a planar map simply connected if the union of the closure of the
faces of the map is either the entire sphere, or the sphere minus one point. If one projects this embedding
on the plane stereographically from this exceptional point (or an arbitrary point outside of the embedded
graph, if there is no exceptional point), one gets a planar embedding with the property that every compact
set is intersected by finitely many edges.
There is a combinatorial definition of embeddings: a combinatorial embedding is a collection of cyclic
permutations piv on the set of edges incident to v, as v ∈ V (G), and we call this combinatorial embedding
planar if there is an embedding of G into the sphere where the clockwise cyclic order of the edges around v is
piv. It is clear that every embedding defines a combinatorial embedding (if we take the cyclic permutation of
edges by reading them clockwise around the embedded vertex), and conversely, any combinatorial embedding
can be generated by some actual embedding, by definition. Using these permutations, one can give a
combinatorial definition of faces: walk along edges, and when walking along e and reaching endpoint v,
continue along piv(e). See e.g. [16] for a more precise definition. If a combinatorial embedding is generated
by a planar map, the faces of the map are in natural bijection with the combinatorial faces. Conversely, a
planar combinatorial embedding defines a unique planar map, which can be obtained if for every face we take
a disk, and glue its boundary along the face. Given a combinatorial embedding, defined by permutations piv
as v ∈ V (G), we call this combinatorial embedding unimodular if the piv as markings on the vertices define
a unimodular marked graph.
In [2] it is proved that every simply connected unimodular random planar map is sofic. A unimodular
random map that represents a one-ended graph is automatically simply connected (Proposition 6), hence
Theorem 5 applies to it. This is the only place where we need the definition of simply connected.
In this paper the only type of embeddings that we consider are combinatorial embeddings, and specif-
ically, unimodular ones. About actual embeddings that are unimodular or invariant with regard to the
automorphisms of G or the underlying space, we refer the reader to a joint work of Benjamini and the
author, [4].
The next theorem is essentially Theorem 5.13 and Theorem 2 in [2].
Theorem 5. (Angel, Hutchcroft, Nachmias, Ray [2]) IfG has finite expected degree and it can be represented
by a simply connected planar map, then the Free Uniform Spanning Forest (FUSF) of G is a unimodular
spanning tree almost surely. Consequently, G is sofic.
Suppose that a URPG G has a unimodular embedding into the plane. The graph structure of G does
not directly determine whether the embedding is simply connected. To see this, consider the free product
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of a triangle with itself, which does have unimodular embeddings that are simply connected and that are
not (Figure 1 hints the proof of this claim, with the explanation below it). As the next observation shows,
for one-ended URPG’s, any unimodular embedding is simply connected. This is close to a characterization,
because “most” URPG’s with 2 or infinitely many ends can only be embedded in the sphere with more than
1 accumulation points of edges, and hence there is no simply connected planar map that would represent
them. See Section 2 for further discussion and examples.
Figure 1: A representation of (part of the) same infinite graph by a simply connected map (on the left) and
by one that is not. The embedding on the left is unimodular (being an atomic probability measure on a
single decorated graph), and we can make the one on the right unimodular by deciding for each triangle ∆
indepedently how its three neighboring triangles should be mapped with regard to the two components of the
sphere minus ∆. After making these decisions for every triangle, the combinatorial embedding is determined
up to orientation, and one can decide about the latter by a coin flip.
Proposition 6. Let G be a one-ended URPG that has a unimodular combinatorial embedding into the
plane. Then this embedding defines a simply connected planar map.
Proof. The planar map defined by a combinatorial embedding can only be a compact or a one-ended
surface. Otherwise one could find finitely many faces whose removal cuts the surface into two infinite pieces,
and hence G would have at least two ends. The only compact planar surface is the sphere, and the only
one-ended planar surface is the sphere minus one point, as explained in Section 7 of [2] based on [5].
Hence, if G also has finite expected degree, the conclusion of Theorem 5 holds. To illustrate the necessity
of the one-endedness assumption, note that the direct product of a 3-cycle with a biinfinite path or the direct
product of one edge and a 3-regular tree are planar, but they cannot be represented by simply connected
planar maps.
Theorem 4 has some further corollaries. Without loss of generality we will assume that our URPG is
ergodic (extremal), and will skip saying “almost surely”.
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Corollary 7. The dichotomy results of Theorem 1 in [2] are valid for every unimodular random planar
graph G. In particular, the following are equivalent.
• G is invariantly amenable;
• there is a unimodular planar map with average curvature 0 that represents G;
• every harmonic Dirichlet function is a constant;
• Bernoulli(p) percolation has at most one infinite component for every p ∈ [0, 1] almost surely.
Theorem 5, Proposition 6 and Theorem 4 imply Theorem 2 when G is one-ended. The other cases will
follow from Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the decomposition as in Theorem 3. If H,H ′ ∈ H are adjacent, take a
uniform edge e(H,H ′) = e(H ′, H) between them. Every component has a unimodular spanning tree: for the
zero-ended, finite case, choose a uniform one, for the one-ended case choose the FUSF, which is a spanning
tree by Theorem 4, Proposition 6 and Theorem 5, using the planarity of H.
The union of these spanning trees with
⋃
e(H,H ′) over all adjacent pairs H,H ′ ∈ H is a unimodular
spanning tree of G.
Proof of Theorem 1. Follows from Theorem 2 by [12].
In Section 2 we show Theorem 3. Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 4.
1.2 Unimodular random graphs, soficity
Given a graph H, x ∈ V (H), r ∈ R+, denote by B(H,x, r) the ball of radius r around x in H. Let G∗ be the
set of all locally finite rooted graphs up to rooted isomorphism. For a rooted graph (G, o), we denote the
respective element (equivalence class) of G∗ by [G, o], but if there is no ambiguity, we usually just refer to
the equivalence class by (G, o) or G. One can make G a metric space by defining the distance between two
elements (G, o) and (G′, o′) by inf{2−r : B(G, o, r) ∼= B(G′, o′, r)}, where ∼= is the relation of being rooted
isomorphic (having an isomorphism that preserves the root). A probability measure on G is called a random
rooted graph. One may also consider marked rooted graphs, in which case marks (labels) coming from some
fixed metric space are also present on some vertices and/or edges. The definitions naturally extend to this
setup. Consider a sequence Gn of finite graphs, and let on be a uniformly chosen vertex of Gn. We say that
Gn converges to a random rooted graph G = (G, o) in the local weak (or Benjamini-Schramm) sense if for
any finite rooted graph (H, o′), P(B(Gn, on, R) ∼= (H, o′)) → P(B(G, o,R) ∼= (H, o′)). If a given random
rooted graph G = (G, o) is the Benjamini-Schramm limit of a sequence of finite graphs, we call it sofic.
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Similarly to G∗, define G∗∗ as the set of graphs with an ordered pair of vertices, up to isomorphisms
preserving the ordered pair. Suppose that G0 is a finite graph, o0 ∈ V (G) a uniformly chosen root, and µ
the probability measure on G∗ that samples (G0, o0). For any Borel f : G∗∗ → [0,∞], we have the equation
∫ ∑
x∈V (G)
f(G, o, x)dµ([G, o]) =
∫ ∑
x∈V (G)
f(G, x, o)dµ([G, o]), (1)
because both sides are equal to |V (G0)|−1
∑
x,y∈V (G0) f(G0, x, y). Say that a random rooted graph is uni-
modular if (1) holds. It is easy to check that sofic graphs are unimodular. A major open question is whether
the converse is also true.
Question 8. (Aldous, Lyons [1]) Is every unimodular random (marked) graph sofic?
Whether the Cayley diagram of a group is sofic is a central question itself, and large classes of groups
are known to be sofic; see [17] for references or [11] for some more recent examples. In the class of planar
unimodular random graphs that are known to be sofic are unimodular random trees ([6], [10]), or Curien’s
Planar Stochastic Hyperbolic Triangulations [8], whose approximability by uniform random triangulations
of appropriate genus was shown recently in [7].
Given a graph H, an end of H is an equivalence class of infinite non-selfintersecting paths, where two such
paths are equivalent if there is a third one that intersects both of them infinitely many times. A unimodular
graph has either 0 (the finite case), 1, 2 or infinitely many ends, [1].
2 Decomposition of graphs with infinitely many ends
In this section we prove Theorem 3, which is about arbitrary unimodular random graphs. However, since
our main topic is about URPG’s, we provide first a few motivating examples for URPG’s with infinitely
many ends.
Example 2.1. Take the free product of a hyperbolic tiling and a single edge. For any embedding of this
graph in the plane there are uncountably many points where the edges accumulate.
Example 2.2. Consider some unimodular random triangulated planar graph (not necessarily ergodic), with
a unimodular subset of faces such that no two shares a vertex. Take countably many iid pairs Gi, Ii (ı ∈ Z)
of this distribution, where Gi is the graph and Ii is the subset of faces. Consider an arbitrary infinite
tree T on vertex set {vi, i ∈ Z}, where every vertex has infinite degree. For every i ∈ Z, fix a bijection
(an “assignment”) between Ii and the edges incident to vi. Now for every edge {vi, vj} of T , consider the
triangles ∆i ∈ Ii and ∆j ∈ Ij that were assigned to that edge, take a uniform random bijection between the
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three vertices of ∆i and those of ∆j , and identify the pairs. Also identify the pairs of parallel edges that
arise. Doing this over every edge of T , we obtain a planar graph with infinitely many ends. This example
can be easily generalized further.
Example 2.3. Consider a Cantor tree surface C with some isometry-invariant metric and measure on it such
that the action of the automorphism group of C has a fundamental domain of finite measure. (For example,
take a 3-regular tree, represent every vertex by a unit ball and every edge by congruent tubes of width ,
with Riemann metric and the corresponding measure inherited from dimension 3, and glue them together
in a tree-like fashion so that the group of isometries acts cocompactly.) Consider some isometry-invariant
point process of finite intensity on C, and take its Delaunay triangulation.
Let H be an arbitrary graph (not necessarily connected), and H ′ ≤ H a subgraph of H. Let Comp(H ′)
be the set of connected components of H ′. Define a graph on Comp(H ′) as vertex set: C1, C2 ∈ Comp(H ′)
will be adjacent if there is an edge in H between them. Call this graph the factor graph of H by H ′. We
say that H ′ is a (tree-like) decomposing subgraph of H if any two elements of Comp(H ′) are connected by
finitely many edges in H (possibly zero), and the factor graph of H by H ′ is a forest. This is the same as
saying that H ′ defines a tree-like decomposition of every connected component of H.
Lemma 9. Let H be a decomposing subgraph of G, and K be a decomposing subgraph of H. Then K is a
decomposing subgraph of G.
Proof. We need to prove that for any two components C and C ′ of K there are finitely many edges between
them in G, and that the factor graph of G by K is a forest. The first claim follows from the fact that if C
and C ′ are in the same component of H, then every edge between them is in H, and otherwise every edge
between them is in G, so the assumptions of the lemma imply the claim. To see the statement about the
factor graph, note that a cycle in the factor graph of G by K would give rise to a cycle in the factor graph
of G by H.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let R be a positive integer. The R-closure of G is the graph on V (G) where two
vertices are adjacent if there is a path of length at most R between them in G. Say that a finite F ⊂ E(H)
in a connected graph H is a minimal end-cut if F is minimal with the property that H \ F has two infinite
components. In particular, for any e ∈ F , H \ F ∪ {e} is connected. Let C(x,H,R) be the set of minimal
end-cuts contained in BH(x,R).
Using log for the base 2 logarithm, choose MR such that
P(|B(G, o, 2R)| < logMR) > 1− 2−R, (2)
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and denote the event {|B(G, o, 2R)| < logMR} by AR. On AR, for any subgraph H of G, we trivially have
|C(x,H,R)| ≤MR. (3)
Let IR(G) = IR be a unimodular independent set (i.e., set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices) in the 2R-closure
of G, constructed as follows. Put iid uniform [0, 1] labels on the vertices, and let a vertex be in IR if it has
maximal label among all its neighbors in the 2R-closure. Let νR be the distribution of IR. We have a lower
bound
P(o ∈ IR|AR) ≥ 1
logMR
=: cR. (4)
Let KR = MRR
−1
log(1−cR) and NR =
∑R
i=1Ki as R ∈ Z+, and N0 = 0. Let G0 = G−1 = G, and suppose
recursively that a unimodular subgraph GNR ≤ GNR−1 has been defined, and that GNR is a decomposing
subgraph of GNR−1. Choose an IR of distribution νR. For every x ∈ IR, if C(x,GNR , R) is nonempty, choose
an element C(x) ∈ C(x,GNR , R) uniformly at random. (We hide the other parameters of C(x) in notation.)
For any x, y ∈ IR, C(x) and C(y) are disjoint, by definition of IR. Let
GNR+1 := GNR \ ∪x∈IRC(x).
Then GNR+1 is a decomposing subgraph of GNR . Keeping IR unchanged, repeat this process as i =
1, . . . ,MR, always removing a random element of C(x,GNR+i, R) for each x ∈ IR in one step to get GNR+i+1
from GNR+i. On AR, using (3), we have
|C(o,Gi, R)| ≤MR.
Hence, on AR and o ∈ IR, C(o,GNR+MR , R) = ∅. Once GNR+MR is defined, choose a new IR of distribution
νR, independently from the earlier one, and remove edges as before, repeatedly MR times, defining graphs
GNR+MR+1, . . . , GNR+2MR . Then
P(C(o,GNR+2MR , R) 6= ∅) ≤ (1−P(AR)) +P(AR)P(o 6∈ IR|AR)2 ≤ 2−R + (1− cR)2, (5)
using (2) and (4). Repeat the following: reshuffle IR, for a total of −R/ log(1 − cR) times, and after every
reshuffling, repeat the edge-removal step with the given IR, for MR times. We have
P(there is a min end-cut in B(GNR+1 , o, R)) = P(C(o,GNR+1 , R) 6= ∅) ≤ 2−R+(1−cR)−R/ log(1−cR) = 2−R+1
(6)
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To summarize: we have recursively defined the sequence GNR with the properties that
• P(there is a min end-cut in B(GNR , o, R)) ≤ 2−R+2,
• GNR ≥ GNR+1 ,
• GNR is a decomposing subgraph of G.
As R → ∞, GNR has a limit G∞. It is still a decomposing subgraph of G, by Lemma 9 because any
subset that would violate this would have to show up in some minimal GNR . The limit G
∞ has no end-cut
by (6), so all its components are one-ended or finite.
So, G∞ is a unimodular subgraph of G, with components of at most one end. The set of these components
is the tree-like decomposition that we were looking for.
3 Unimodular combinatorial planar embeddings from unimodular
planar graphs
3.1 Some tools: Whitney’s theorem, generalized Tutte decomposition
The following theorem was first proved by Whitney for finite simple graphs, and then generalized (to a
broader setting than the one below) by Imrich, [15]. Recall that having a unique combinatorial embedding
up to orientation is the same as having a unique embedding into the plane up to homeomorphisms.
Theorem 10 (Whitney, Imrich). Let G be a 3-connected locally finite planar simple graph. Then G has
two combinatorial embeddings into the plane, and one arises from the other by inverting all permutations.
Now, if one allows (finite bundles of) parallel edges, the theorem remains valid, with the only modification
that all the parallel edges between vertices v and w appear in some consecutive order in the piv and piw, and
the uniqueness of the embedding holds up to arbitrary permutations within these bundles of parallel edges.
In what follows, we will apply the theorem in that sense: whenever we take the “unique” combinatorial
embedding of the graph, we mean the random embedding where we first (uniquely) embed the corresponding
simple graph, and then add the parallel copies of each edge with a uniform random permutation on them.
The Tutte decomposition of a finite graph was developed by Tutte in [19] and the uniqueness of the
decomposition was shown in [14]. In [9], Droms, Servatius and Servatius extended the results to infinite
locally finite graphs. After preparing the necessary terminology, we will quote their result. More details are
found in [9].
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Given some graph G, a block of G is a maximal 2-connected subgraph of G (with respect to containment).
A multilink is a pair of adjacent vertices together with all of finitely many parallel edges between them. A
3-block is a graph with at least 3 edges which is a cycle, a finite multilink or a locally finite 3-connected
graph.
Suppose that A and B are two disjoint graphs, and there is a function f that picks one edge fA from A,
assigns a tail f−A and a head f
+
A to it, and picks an edge fB from B and assigns a tail f
−
B and a head f
+
B to it.
Then define the edge amalgam of A and B over f as the union of the graphs on A and B, with f−A identified
with f−B and f
+
A identified with f
+
B , and fA and fB removed. See Figure 2 for an illustration. We denote
the edge amalgam of A and B by A+f B or simply A+B. It is easy to check that A+B is 2-connected if
and only if A and B are both 2-connected. We call a countable labelled tree T an edge amalgam tree if every
vertex α ∈ V (T ) is labelled by a graph Gα that are pairwise disjoint, every edge {α, β} ∈ E(T ) is labelled
by a function f = f(α, β) that defines an edge amalgam of Gα and Gβ , and finally, for any edge e of Gα
there is at most one f such that fGα = e. If there is exactly one such f , then we call e virtual. One can
perform amalgamation over all the edges of T in some order, and the end result will be independent from
the order in which the edges of T are chosen, by the last condition. Moreover, an edge will be present in the
final graph Γ(T ) if and only if it is not virtual.
Figure 2: Amalgamating two graphs. When both of them come with a combinatorial planar embedding, one
obtains a combinatorial embedding of the amalgamated graph.
In [9] a 3-block tree is defined, as an edge amalgam tree (which may not be locally finite), where every
label Gα is a 3-block, and no two multilinks or two cycles are neighbors in T . This latter requirement is only
important because it ensures the following uniqueness theorem.
Theorem 11. (Droms, Servatius, Servatius, [9]) To any locally finite 2-connected graph G there corresponds
a unique 3-block tree T such that Γ(T ) = G.
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The tree T in the theorem can be represented as a labelling of the vertices of G, where the labels encode
which vertices are in the same Gα and tell the locations of the virtual edges. This can be constructed from
G through a local algorithm, so (G,T ) is unimodular if G is unimodular.
3.2 A unimodular combinatorial embedding
Lemma 12. If G is a 3-connected URPG then the combinatorial embedding in Theorem 10 is unimodular.
Consequently, Theorem 4 holds for G.
Proof. Fix an instance of (G, o); we will show that a large enough neighborhood of o determines pio, up
to taking the inverse permutations (which we do not mention going forward; we will just flip a coin at the
end to decide, which of the two to chose). Let G1 ≤ G2 ≤ . . . be a finite exhaustion of G, with o ∈ G1.
Fix a neighbor x of o arbitrarily. By the 3-connectedness of G, there exist 3 pairwise inner-disjoint paths
between o and x, and so there is an N such that Gn contains all these paths if n > N . In the 3-block
tree decomposition of Gn, n > N , o and x have to belong to the same 3-block (otherwise there is a 2-point
separating set between them, more specifically, the endpoints of a virtual edge of the block that contains one
of them). So, since x was arbitrary, if n is large enough, all the neighbors of o are in the same 3-block Bn
as o in the 3-block tree decomposition of Gn, and this 3-block is 3-connected (and not a cycle or multilink,
by construction). The Bn has a unique embedding by Theorem 10. Although Bn is not a subgraph of Gn,
it is easy to see that it is a topological subgraph of Gn (that is, one can replace all the virtual edges of
Bn by pairwise inner-disjoint paths in Gn). Then it is also a topological subgraph of G, because Gn ≤ G.
Therefore the topological subgraph of G that is isomorphic to Bn is also uniquely embedded in the plane.
This implies that the permutation on the neighbors of o defined by the unique embedding of G is the same
as the one defined by the embedding of Gn. This holds for any n > N proving our claim.
Lemma 13. Let T be a 3-block tree consisting of a single edge {α, β}. Then for any combinatorial embedding
piGα of Gα and pi
Gβ of Gβ into the plane, there is a combinatorial embedding of Gα +Gβ in the plane whose
restriction to Gα is pi
Gα , and restriction to Gβ is pi
Gβ . Here uniqueness is understood modulo permutations
within bundles of parallel edges.
More generally, if T is a finite 3-block tree of and a combinatorial embedding piGα is given for every Gα, then
Γ(T ) has a unique combinatorial embedding in the plane whose restriction to Gα is pi
Gα for every α ∈ V (T ).
One can obtain this embedding by repeatedly applying the previous paragraph to the edges of T , in an
arbitrary order.
Proof. Denote A = Gα and B = Gβ , and let pi
A and piB be the respective combinatorial embeddings. Let
fA, fB , f
−
A , f
+
A , f
−
B and f
+
B be as in the definition of the edge-amalgam tree. Let v
− be the vertex that f−A
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and f−B is merged into, after the amalgamation. By symmetry, it suffices to define pi
A+B
v− . Suppose that the
cyclic permutation piA
f−A
is (fA, e1, . . . , ek), and the cyclic permutation pi
B
f−B
is (fB , f1, . . . , f`). Then define
piA+Bv− as the permutation (e1, . . . , ek, f1, . . . , f`).
The second part follows by induction.
Proof of Theorem 4. First suppose that G is 2-connected.
Consider the unique 3-block tree T that corresponds to G, as in Theorem 11. Given some T ′ ⊂ T , denote
by virt(T ′) the set of virtual edges in ∪α∈V (T ′)E(Gα). For every α ∈ V (T ) fix a combinatorial embedding
piGα of Gα in the sphere, as follows. If Gα is a multilink, take a uniform cyclic permutation of its edges; it Gα
is a 3-connected graph, take uniformly one of the two combinatorial embeddings (as in Theorem 10); and if
Gα is a cycle, take its unique combinatorial embedding. Then, by Lemma 13, for any finite subtree T
′ ⊂ T ,
there exists an embedding of the graph Γ(T ′) in the sphere such that the orientation that this embedding
generates when restricted to Gα is pi
Gα , for every α ∈ V (T ′). Taking an exhaustion of T by finite subtrees
T ′, this gives rise to an embedding of G∪ virt(T ) with similar properties. For every vertex of G the limiting
permutation for the combinatorial embedding is reached in a finite number of steps, hence the limit does
not depend on the particular exhaustion taken. The resulting combinatorial embedding is unimodular: the
only non-deterministic part is the embedding of the 3-blocks at the beginning. When the 3-block is finite,
its embedding is trivially unimodular, and when it is infinite 3-connected, then apply Lemma 12.
Suppose now that G is an arbitrary connected graph. For each 2-block C pick a unimodular random
combinatorial embedding piC . Such an embedding exists, as we have just seen. Consider an arbitrary
cutvertex v ∈ V (G). Let C1, . . . , Ck be a lisiting of the 2-connected components of G that contain v. Denote
by Ni the edges of Ci that are incident to v.
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, pick an ei1 ∈ Ni uniformly and independently, and let ei1, ei2, . . . , ei|Ni| be the listing
of the elements of Ni in the order given by the cyclic ordering of pi
Ci . Take a uniform cyclic permutation δ of
{1, . . . , k}. Define the cyclic ordering e11, e12, . . . , e1|N1|, e
δ(1)
1 , e
δ(1)
2 , . . . , e
δ(1)
|Nδ(1)|, . . . , e
δ(k−1)(1)
1 , e
δ(k−1)(1)
2 , . . . , e
δ(k−1)(1)
|N
δ(k−1)(1)|
on the edges incident to v, and call this ordering σv. Because of the tree-like structure that cutvertices define
on a graph G, the permutations (σv)v∈V (G) define a combinatorial embedding of G into the plane. For similar
reasons as in the 2-connected case, the resulting combinatorial embedding is unimodular.
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